Acupuncture Alleviates Cancer Pain, Fatigue, And Anxiety
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University of Pittsburg and Temple University researchers find acupuncture effective for the alleviation of cancer pain. Acupuncture alleviated additional cancer related concerns including nausea, fatigue, anxiety, and interference with life activities due to pain. The researchers note that acupuncture reduced pain severity with over 60% of cancer patients “experiencing a clinically meaningful reduction of 30% in pain severity and interference. Acupuncture also resulted in significant improvement in associated symptoms.”

The team of doctors and researchers cited Vickers et al. for the basis of the investigation noting that “acupuncture has been studied extensively showing benefits over placebo for nonmalignant conditions.” Additional research on acupuncture for the treatment of cancer related pain and side effects was cited. Dean-Clower et al. demonstrated that acupuncture reduces cancer related pain in an 8 week study involving 12 acupuncture treatments. The study, involving “women with advanced breast or ovarian carcinoma,” documents a “63% reduction in pain severity and a 75% decrease in pain interference, along with reductions from baseline in anxiety, depression, and fatigue.” Pfister et al. found acupuncture effective for reducing pain and xerostomia while improving functioning for cancer patients. Mehling et al. conducted a study of 138 cancer patients with the acupuncture group experiencing significantly less pain than the control group.

Glick et al. from the University of Pittsburg and Temple University (Pennsylvania) note that Dean-Clower et al. demonstrated greater pain reductions than their study due to three factors. The Dean-Clower et al. patients uniformly had advanced disease, received acupuncture at a larger number of acupoints, and all 12 acupuncture treatments were administered within a more concentrated period of time. Glick et al. note, “The extended duration of the current study, as long as 22 weeks, may have diluted the treatment effect.” They add, “The design of this project was dictated by the primary aim of providing a clinical service.”

Glick et al. note, “This study investigated the effect of acupuncture on cancer-related pain as well as other symptoms, including nausea, fatigue and anxiety. It was found that these symptoms were reduced over a course of treatment involving 9 – 12 sessions of acupuncture. Specifically, pain severity and interference with life activities were significantly reduced with
A total of 60% of patients had a 30% reduction in pain severity. A total of 36% of patients had 50% reduction in pain intensity. A total of 64% had a 30% reduction in pain interference and 52% had a 50% reduction of pain interference with life activities. Edmonton Symptom Assessment System ratings document a 51% mean reduction of pain, a 49% mean reduction of nausea, a 59% mean reduction of fatigue, and a 44% mean reduction of anxiety.

All patients in the study received standard oncologic and medical care at the Center for Integrative Medicine at UPMC (University of Pittsburg Medical Center) Shadyside or at UPMC Shadyside Hospital (Pittsburg, Pennsylvania). A flexible protocol of 12 acupuncture treatments over a period of 2 - 4 months was made available. The researchers note that the preferred regimen of care was 2 acupuncture treatments per week for 4 weeks followed by an additional 4 weeks of acupuncture at a rate of once per week. Flexibility was allowed to account for hospital admissions, difficulty in scheduling, and personal preferences for treatment times.

**Acupuncture Points**
The acupuncture treatment regimen was based on research of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) texts and articles on the treatment of cancer related pain and associated symptoms. The treatment protocol was designed by 3 licensed acupuncturists and the treating acupuncturist had 7 years of clinical experience. The primary acupuncture points chosen for patients were:

- PC6
- LI4
- ST36
- KI3

Electroacupuncture of 4 Hz at moderate intensity was run from LI4 to ST36 for patients with no history of cardiac arrhythmias or pacemakers. For patients with anxiety, irritability, or agitation the following acupuncture points were added:

- GV20
- Yintang
- Auricular tranquilizer point

For patients with depression, despair, or withdrawal the following acupuncture points were added:

- GV20
- Yintang
- HT7

Serin J-type needles were used for auricular acupuncture points and Mac Ultrasmooth Spring Handle needles were used for body points. All needles were sterile, disposable, single-use stainless steel needles. Body point needles were 0.22 x 25 mm and auricular needles were 0.16 x 15 mm. The researchers note that all body style acupuncture needles were “place to a sufficient depth to elicit De Qi.” The depth typically ranged between 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch. Manual stimulation was applied with the rotation technique at insertion and later to elicit De Qi for body style acupuncture points not receiving electrical stimulation. Average needle retention time was
30 minutes and a maximum of 14 acupuncture needles were applied during any acupuncture treatment session.

The flexible treatment protocol allowed for individual customization of acupuncture treatments based on a patient’s needs. The researchers note, “This included omitting treatment for any extremity that was involved in lymphatic surgery.” An option to use fewer acupuncture points, shorten the treatment time to 20 minutes, or limit needle stimulation was available for patients that were frail or fatigued. Treatment time was optionally extended to 40 minutes for patients with very severe pain or for slow responders. The researchers add, “at the discretion of the acupuncturist, if other symptoms warranted treatment, modifications to the protocol were allowed to treat additional points.”

The researchers note that “the vast majority of patients had carcinoma, and the majority had locally invasive or metastatic disease. The majority of patients were actively receiving chemotherapy or other treatment, but several patients were recruited from the Cancer Survivorship Program at the University of Pittsburgh Medical School, Pittsburgh, PA, and were beyond any acute disease-related treatment.” The design of the study bridged the gap between strict acupuncture point protocols required for research and flexibility of acupoint customization needed to reflect a real world acupuncture treatment as it would be applied in a clinic. Given the significant pain reductions and improvements in other conditions, the researchers suggest additional studies investigating the semistructured protocol, pain reduction benefits to cancer patients, and cost savings relevant to health insurance coverage and patient accessibility to acupuncture care.

**HealthCMi**

At the Healthcare Medicine Institute (HealthCMi), we publish news and research related to acupuncture, herbal medicine, and Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). In addition, HealthCMi publishes acupuncture continuing education courses online for licensed acupuncturists to receive NCCAOM PDAs and statewide CEUs. Our online courses include many topics including the treatment of plantar fasciitis, wrist pain, pelvic inflammatory disease, and more.
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